Hurricane Iniki Eye
children of iniki: effects of evacuation and intervention - sample. all the children had experienced
hurricane iniki on kauai, the island over which the eye of the storm had passed. the children ranged in age
from six to 12 years of age (mean = 8.9, s.d. = 1.77). with permission from the hawaii department of
education (doe) and the principals of the individual schools, data the impact of hurricane iniki on the life
of an island and ... - the hurricane arrived on the 12th of september 1992 after being variously predicted to
miss hawaii altogether then to pass between oahu and kauai and finally ... coming at the very end of the storm
after the passing of the eye of the hurricane when the winds reversed direction and tore at the weakened
remains of buildings iniki and i iniki strikes - iniki and i preface hurricane iniki and i is a descriptive account
of my personal experiences of surviving a devastating storm during a fishing trip. the record begins with the
day my friend masa warned nobuo and i of an approaching hurricane as we headed for home base in honolulu
on the boat half moon bay. there hurricanes in hawaii - university of hawaii - hawaii hurricane climatology
hurricane tracks in the central pacific from 1949-1998 the insurance crisis of 1993 zpre-iniki “hurricane” wind
peril coverage was an add-on to fire and theft. ziniki wiped out all profits of the homeowners insurance
industry in hawaii since its founding. zhawaii is a small revenue source for big firms and part i structure and
climatology - university of pittsburgh - part i structure and climatology by professor steven businger.
hurricane katrina hurricanes part i structure ... 1980 winter storm vs. hurricane iniki, 2 pm hst on september
12, 1992. tropical cyclone life cycle ... note the stadium structure of the eye. hurricane structure emilia, 19 july
1994 hurricane inez • spiral rainbands is your home protected from hurricane disaster? - while circling
the eye of the storm. as a result, the wind affects different homes in profoundly dif-ferent ways, depending on
their design, location, and neighboring structures. among other things, the wind can collapse windows and
doors, rip ... photos from hurricane iniki. ... marine flooding on the coast ofkaua'iduring hurricane ... marine flooding on the coast ofkaua'iduring hurricane iniki: hindcasting inundation components and
delineating washover c.h. fletchert, b.m. richmond*, g.m. barnestt, and t.a. schroedertt tdepartmentof geology
and geophysics university of hawai'i 2525 correa road honolulu. hi 96822, u.s.a. tv.s. geological survey 345
middlefield road branch of ... flood carty chang wai halana - engineering division - hurricane iwa in 1982,
was the second most damaging storm to affect the islands. though only a category 1 storm, it caused
approximately $250 million in damages. hurricane iniki in 1992 was the most damaging storm to hit hawaii. it
hit kauai island as a category 4 storm and caused nearly $2 billion in damages. source: trustedchoice report
on the management of hurricane iniki debris ... - report on the management of hurricane iniki debris
island of kauai, hawaii dale r. burton, former solid waste coordinator county of kauai department of public
works lesson twelve: story - the eye of the storm - little could titus and his uncle foresee that the
hurricane would hit within the short span of about nine hours from the warning, that the island would be
covered by the eye of the storm for a total of forty-hours, and that "iniki" would prove to be the deadliest
storm since to encompass hawaii's beautiful, white sands. see page 3 politicians eye there can only be
one ‘rainy ... - in case of a hurricane. but some advocate retaining it to supply homeowners with insurance,
because in the event of a hurricane private insurers may once again pull out, as they did after hurricane iniki in
1992. the hawai`i hurricane relief fund was set up in 1993 after hurricane iniki destroyed much of kaua`i.
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